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Shabbat Shalom Brethren,
I have bumped the Information I wanted to present to you today after reading the following
article in the Israel Today Magazine after coming home.
When I went to the web site to copy it to this News Letter, it has been taken off line for some
reason. I have retyped the whole article here for you to read. But make sure you go to the end
of this article to learn how this event is prophetic and where to learn this.
Under the heading of Politics and titled Wars and Rumors of Wars By Shlomo Mordechai.
The months of Israel media speculation about a possible war with Syria in the summer almost
became a self-fulfilling prophecy. Tension soared after Syria announced that its air defenses
opened fire on Israeli warplanes that violated the country’s airspace.
A Syrian spokesman said the aircraft broke the sound barrier and dropped munitions on a
deserted area, causing no injuries or damage. The planes, which allegedly entered the Syrian
airspace from the Mediterranean Sea, were forced to return to Israel.
We warn the Israeli enemy government against this flagrant aggressive act and retain the right
to respond in an appropriate manner, the spokesman said.
Israeli officials refuse to comment, but it soon became clear that there was an incident. First,
Israel did not issue a denial. Second, Turkish TV broadcast pictures of what it said were Israeli
fuel tanks found in its territory near the Syrian border. Warplanes sometimes jettison extra fuel
tanks to make the aircraft lighter and easier to maneuver.
So what were Israeli jets doing in Syrian airspace?
Breaking ranks with government-imposed silence, Israeli Arab Cabinet Minister Ghaleb
Majadleh said incursion into Syrian air space are common and are aimed at gathering
intelligence.
Then a week later, the New York Times reported that Israeli jets recently spotted nuclear
facilities in Syria. A Washington defense official told the newspaper that Israel believes North
Korea has been supplying Syria and Iran with nuclear materials.
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London’s Sunday Times reported that Israel decided on the air strike after the Mossad spy
agency uncovered evidence that Syria was trying to buy a nuclear device from North Korea.
The device could be fitted on a Syrian Scud missile within easy range of Israel.
The Washington Post identified the target as an agricultural research center on the Euphrates
River. Quoting an Israeli official, the Sunday Times said air force commandos took up
positions near the facility a day before the raid, to direct laser beams at the target for the
approaching jets. The News Paper said eight F-15-I jets carried out the raid 50 miles from the
Iraqi border.
Syria denied the reports and Israel maintained its silence. But the reports corroborated
speculation in the Israeli media that Israel would not have taken such a risk unless what it saw
in Syria was of vital importance it could not wait.
If the reports are true, Israel was sending a strong warning to Syrian President Basher al
Assad, that it will not tolerate nuclear materials on Syrian soil.
The incident further raised tensions that have gradually escalated since Israel went to war with
against Syrian-backed Hezbollah terrorists in Lebanon in July of last year. Israel believes that
Assad has become bolder after the army failed to crush Hezbollah.
There is no doubt that after the war in Lebanon there was a change in Syrian attitude toward
the issue of military conflict with Israel, says Israeli analyst Eyal Zissar. Before the war it was
not on the Syrian agenda at all. Now, Bashar al-Assad himself says very clearly, I am now
considering the possibility.
A few months ago, the Israeli army warned of a Syrian military buildup, prompting Israel to
conduct war games on the Golan Heights, captured from Syria during the six Day war in 1967.
So what we can see on both sides of the border is the Israeli army and the Syrian army
preparing for a potential war Zisser said.
Both Israel and Syria lowered the rhetoric, with each side saying it did not want to be drawn
into a war. But the border incident shows that the region is on a short fuse. And Syria’s
decision to go public is a sign that the status quo has been cracked.
It was a test for Syria’s military, political and psychological defense, said Lebanese columnist
Sateh Noureddine. As for Syria’s announcement, it’s a warning that any other step like that
can be considered as the start of the war.
And there is always the danger that a mistake or miscalculation could spark a conflagration
that neither side wants.
I want to also bring to your attention the book by Joel Rosenberg which can be purchased at
http://www.joelrosenberg.com/ and is called Epicenter. Joel has drawn a line and connected
the dots concerning today’s news and the prophecy of Ezekiel. Is he right? Well it makes me
scratch my head. He shows how Russia and Iran will be allies and what that means in the
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future. He also shows how much Russia is currently involved in the middle east. This was very
surprising to me. He does all this from Ezekiel’s prophecies.
The one thing I do want you know along with the Head line News of the attack on Northern
Syria, and also in combination with those things brought out in Joel Rosenberg’s book, is the
prophecy of Zechariah.
I had wanted to share this with you at a later time this winter. But current news make it relevant
today. Please take special notice of where the attack took place by the Israeli war planes.
1] The Washington Post identified the target as an agricultural research center on the
Euphrates River.
2] Turkish TV broadcast pictures of what it said were Israeli fuel tanks found in its territory near
the Syrian border.
3] The News Paper said eight F-15-I jets carried out the raid 50 miles from the Iraqi border.
When I look on the atlas the only town 50 miles from the Iraqi border and on the Euphrates is
Al Mayadin or in this area if the information is correct.
I would like you all to now go and read the article Nuclear Weapons and Flying Scroll in
Scriptures at
Nuclear Weapons and Flying Scrolls in Scriptures
The one thing I want you to see and to realize is where these flying scrolls are to be housed.
Once you do that and know the correct location you will see how close we are to having
prophecy come to life in front of you.
We continue to march closer and closer to the end of all these things. Are you in step or are
you not yet convinced? If not please continue to read the up and coming News Letters. I will
continue to remove the mysteries and false teachings that have prevented many of you from
understanding the simplicity of the scriptures.

The following is extracted from Newsletter: 5843-035
October 27, 2007
Having just shared with you the prophetic message of Zechariah in News Letter 5843-034
last week, concerning the Israeli attack in Northern Syria of September 6, 2007, here are two
more stories which just broke this week from Arutz Sheva at
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/123944 Syrian Confirms Israel
Destroyed Nuclear Facility by Ezra HaLevi
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(IsraelNN.com) A Syrian official has admitted that the Israeli operation on September 6
destroyed a nuclear facility – but the admission was followed shortly afterwards by a Syrian
government denial.
A Syrian representative said Tuesday at the United Nations that reports that the target was a
nuclear device were accurate. Syrian officials, including President Bashar Assad had previously
claimed that Israel attacked an abandoned army base or an agricultural facility. During a
meeting of the UN Disarmament Commission, the Syrian representative acknowledged that the
target had been the nuclear facility. Israeli Foreign Ministry officials were also attending. He
accused Israel of aggression for targeting the facility.
In Israel, details of the strike, beyond the fact that an operation took place on September 6 in
Syria, are still under gag order. Local media continue to skirt the order by leaking information to
foreign papers and then citing their reports.
(The rest of this article has been edited.)
(This last comment about the gag order explains why Israel Today no longer had the story on
their web site, which I copied in last weeks’ news Letter.) Report: Israel Had Man on Inside of
Syrian Nuclear Facility by Ezra HaLevi
The latest in the string of foreign press reports regarding Israel’s September 6 strike in Syria
claims Israel had a mole inside a Syrian nuclear facility. The IDF has released no information
regarding the mission.
ABC News reported Saturday that, “Israeli officials believed that a target their forces bombed
inside Syria last month was a nuclear facility, because they had detailed photographs taken by
a possible spy inside the complex.”
The report quotes an unnamed senior U.S. official saying Israel noticed the Syrian nuclear
facility this summer, leading the Mossad “to either co-opt one of the facility’s workers or to
insert a spy posing as an employee. As a result, the Israelis obtained many detailed pictures of
the facility from the ground.”
The official described the photographs as showing a large “cylindrical structure with very thick
walls all well-reinforced.” He said it was located far from civilization, near a lone pumping
station that was to supply the cooling tower for the nuclear reactor. He added that the facility
was of North Korean design.
The report adds an element to previous reports on US involvement in the attack. The official
said that Israel urged the US to destroy the reactor, but it refrained from doing so due to the
lack of actual nuclear material in the photos.
“It was unmistakable what it was going to be,” the official said. “No doubt in my mind.”
Washington Post: Syria Burying the Evidence
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Syria has begun destroying the remains of the facility, which was allegedly bombed in an Israel
Air Force operation on September 6, according to the Washington Post.
The report, which also quotes an unnamed US official, says Syria is trying to get rid of the
evidence that a nuclear facility was present at the site in order to obscure it from UN nuclear
inspectors.
Last week, Syria brought reporters to a facility it claimed had been hit by the Israeli strike. The
Post reported that it was a different place altogether.
UN: Syrian Admission Due to “Interpreter Error”
The UN announced Wednesday that reports that a Syrian official had admitted a nuclear
facility was struck in an Israeli raid were due to an English-language interpreter’s error. “There
was an interpretation error made yesterday when the First Committee was in session,” UN
spokesman Farhan Haq said. “There was no use of the word nuclear. Although in English the
interpreter had suggested that the Syrian delegate had referred to an attack on a nuclear
facility, what he said was “like what happened on the 6th of September against my country,”
Haq said.
The UN says the English interpreter originally said, referring to Israel: “An entity that is the
fourth largest exporter of weapons of mass destruction in the world, an entity that violates other
countries’ airspace, and that takes action against nuclear facilities, including the attack on 6
July this year on a nuclear facility in my country – that entity has no right to lie, which it has
done consistently.”
The UN later corrected the translation of what it says was the original Arabic recording: “That is
ranking number four among the exporters of lethal weapons in the world; that which violates the
airspace of sovereign states and carries out military aggression against them, like what
happened on September 6 against my country, such entity with all those characteristics and
even more, has no right for its representative to go on lying without shame…”
The Syrian representative was responding to an accusation by Israeli Foreign Ministry official
Miriam Ziv that Syria continues to transfer weapons to Hizbullah.
This story along with the news of August 29, just one week earlier, of the B-52 Bomber flying
over the USA with Nuclear missiles causes many to wonder if the two events are not related.
Conspiracy theorist have much to talk about.
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May Yahweh open your minds to the truth in all things.

Shalom
Joseph F Dumond
www.sightedmoon.co
m
Write to admin@sightedmoon.com
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